Aluminum Frame System for Vinyl T&G Panel Inserts
An Architecturally Appealing Privacy Fence with a Lifetime Limited Warranty.

This beautiful new low-maintenance privacy fence combines the strength of extruded aluminum top, middle and bottom rails to be combined with rich solid or variegated-color vinyl panel inserts.

- Super Low-Maintenance Aluminum and Vinyl
- Never Needs Painting
- Won't Rust, Rot, Crack or Peel
- Lifetime Limited Warranty

Eclipse Aluminum + Vinyl Panels are offered in 8' wide by 6' high sections, with 3” or 4” posts. Eclipse VP comes in 10 frame colors, and is designed to fit any standard 7/8” x 6” T&G vinyl board.

Note: The 3-Rail System is recommended for variegated and darker vinyl insert colors.

Colors shown represent an approximate comparison and may vary slightly from actual product color.
Eclipse VP™ Privacy Fence by Ultra Aluminum™

Privacy with Strength
Ultra Eclipse VP™ Aluminum+Vinyl privacy fence features strength and durability that you just can’t get from typical vinyl or wood systems. It’s the ideal privacy panel for a residential, commercial or industrial application—to contain or shield air conditioning equipment, balconies, dumpsters, pipes, and electrical systems. Eclipse won’t rack and wobble. It is designed to last for years and years without the worry of ongoing maintenance.

Gloss or Textured Finishes
Advanced Powercoat™ finish allows us to produce a high-quality, long-lasting finish on our aluminum, which is also environmentally friendly. Powercoat is twice the thickness and hardness of a typical baked enamel finish, and meets AAMA 2604 Standards for the ultimate in durability and UV Protection.

Materials
All Ultra Aluminum™ components are extruded from Ultrum™ 6005-T5 alloy, with a minimum ultimate strength of 35,000 psi. Ultra posts come in a variety of thicknesses, and are also Powercoat™ finished.

Environmentally Responsible
Ultra Aluminum™ is proud to use recycled aluminum in our products. Aluminum is the most commonly recycled metal in the world. Our Powercoat™ coating process is environmentally friendly and virtually pollution-free.

Ultra Lifetime Warranty
Ultra Aluminum™ products are guaranteed for life against defects in workmanship and/or materials. The Powercoat™ finish is guaranteed for life against cracking, peeling or chipping.

Manufactured by Ultra Aluminum Manufacturing Inc.

ULTRAFENCE.COM 800-656-4420
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